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What is Web 2.0?
• O´Reilly Media 2004
– Name of a conference
– No version number
– Life Software
• No clear definition
• New Way using the 
Internet
– Web browser
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Applications and Services
Online shopping and auction website
ebay












– Picture and 
photo 
sharing
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Applications and Services
Mailing Lists
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Applications and Services
Journals
• Online is not sufficient
• Peer Review
– Filter
– Open peer review
• Nature Trial 2006
– Open Website
– User Comments
– Only 5% of Authors agreed
– Less than half of them got 
comments





• Online Bookmark Collections
– http://delicious.com
– Tagging
• Foto Sharing Services
– Tagging
– Licenses
• Video Sharing Services
– Interviews
– Documentations
– Teaching Videos, Lectures
– Product Presentations
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Discussion
• All well accepted applications are not dedicated to medical physics.
• Some applications are hard to find.
• Forums:
– For many web forums there are competing mailing lists.
– For some web forums the target group might be too small.





– There is no Web 2.0 journal.
– Fear for loosing results to a competitor.
1Stöckl R, Rohrmeier P, Hess T. Why Customers Produce User Generated 
Content. In: Hass B, Walsh G, Kilian T, editors. Web 2.0. Neue Perspektiven 
für Marketing und Medien. Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer; 2008, p. 272–87.
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Conclusion
• Improvement of keywords in the header of 
Websites. 
• There is still the chance for more offers .
